We would like to say a big thank you to all of the parents and carers who attended our
Maths meeting on Friday 20 April. It was brilliant to that parents from each class were able
th

to attend the assembly.
During the session we shared the survey results and our development points (homework and
how we share the maths curriculum information). In response to the questionnaire we joined
two innovative online platforms.
The first website is called Sumdog and it enables your child to play maths games at their
own academic level. It launched on Friday 20 April and we hope your children enjoy this fun
th

and new way of learning.
Our second online platform will transform how your children do maths homework; it is called
Maths with Parents. It is an inventive way of setting homework and we are pleased to say
we are one of just over 50 schools in the whole country using it.
The Maths with Parents team work with primary schools to provide tailored support to the
parents and children in every class. Parents receive a short video in which kids explain how
the maths is taught. Then they play fun activities together about this topic and teachers can
choose which topic to release, and receive a response from children and parents- so please
give us feedback by leaving comments for each activity.
Maths with Parents launched on Friday 27 April 2018 and had very positive responses from
th

parents and pupils. Here are some of the comments we received after our first week:


My child enjoyed this practical problem solving.



I enjoyed moving the crayons around to make different shapes.



The most fun number game I've played!



My child and I had fun racing each other.



We enjoyed doing this together, a nice change in homework style :)



IT WAS SO COOL!!! Love this optical illusion.



Brilliant, plus I love eating grapes.



I had lots of fun!



We really enjoyed this activity. We used pasta and counters to group in tenths and
tallied up the scores on a piece of paper. It was a fun activity.



I had fun doing dividing!



I found this activity helped me learn stuff.



We enjoyed playing this game together as a family.



I really enjoyed trying to find an object that was exactly 12 CM long when we tried
out the bread mix it was perfect.



Very clever.



It was so fun l want to do it every day, yay!



Lovely ?? game for us and I love it.



I liked measuring my mum.



He measured all four family members, including the cat.

